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Beauty is not in
the face; beauty is a
light in the heart.
K AHLIL GIBR AN

THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER

ABSTRACT
My thesis is about increasing my understanding of
the framework in which beauty sits, and applying
what I have learned to the practice of graphic design.
To classify a woman's face as beautiful, objectively,
it must have the components of aesthetic criteria
passed down from the Greeks and Romans. Graphic
design, like beauty, also has aesthetic standards that
we measure good design against, passed down from the
modernists. From the Modernist schools of thought,
good design form ever follows function,1 and I, have
judged work accordingly. The freedom to present
work that deviates from the aesthetics of modernism
is not widely accepted as a general rule. As a result
of my research, I have learned that by incorporating
breaks within the defined framework, designers can
bring interest and surprise to our experiences.
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INTRODUCTION

Bonenfant, D.A., Blue Lady, July 2020, Photograph
immersed in water and oil, food coloring.

Why does the viewer consider one woman’s face
beautiful, and another woman’s face as not? Why
must we follow aesthetic standards when a beautiful
face is defined? Like good design, real beauty is much
more than what is on the surface; it has a dimension
that awakens people’s curiosity and draws them in.
Articulating the concept of beauty is as complex as
the human spirit in learning how it has been both
projected and embodied, but the viewer intrinsically
defines beauty.
For this thesis, my focus is on the beauty of the face of
the American woman. In our society, the judgment
of a woman’s face is against youth, flawlessness, color,
and symmetry. What follows is an exploration of how
beauty has attempted to be defined by philosophers,
artists, critics, and the media. There is an enormous
amount of research on this topic, and the information
presented is what I have found relevant and useful as
a designer.
Section One, The Backstory, is the history is of defining and interpreting the beauty of the woman’s face,
from the great philosophers in ancient Greece and
Rome to the Modernists. Section Two, Imperfection,
is the history of the manipulation of women’s faces
in art, photography, and digital media, and the damaging effects of trying to capture beauty in women.
Following is research on The Imperfect and The Ugly.
Section Three, Beauty is Personal, are images of what
1
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I learned was a beautiful face from an early age and
what I learned from seeing these images on paper.
In Research, part one I survey women on their first
impressions of beauty from magazine images. Part
two I ask women their interpretation of beauty when
meeting someone new. I also discuss the findings of
a Google Image and stock photography search on the
words, “beauty” and “ugly.”
My final section concludes the research to my question, “Why does the viewer consider one woman
a beauty, and another woman not? Why must we
follow these standards when beauty is defined?” In
combing through my research, I believe that beauty
of a face is an individual interpretation, much like design. However it is the influence of others that allows
us to be trapped in a defined aesthetic.

2

To be beautiful
means to be yourself.
You don’t need to
be accepted by others.
You need to accept
yourself. 
THICH NHAT HANH

Bonenfant, D.A, Mrs. Branham, June 2020,
Photograph immersed in water and oil,
food coloring, double exposure in Photoshop.
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WHAT CAN A DESIGNER LEARN
ABOUT BEAUTY?

The most beautiful people we
have known are those who have
known defeat, known suffering,
known struggle, known loss,
and have found their way out
of the depths. These persons have
an appreciation, a sensitivity,
and an understanding of life
that fills them with compassion,
gentleness, and a deep loving
concern. Beautiful people do not
just happen.
ELISABETH KÜBLER-ROSS

What makes someone beautiful is a perplexing concept to harness. Is it a gift that only the Divine can
grant? Is beauty something that only some of us can
see, and others cannot? Like the Greeks, we have
tried to emulate the aesthetic form of beauty.
According to the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy,
“the nature of beauty is one of the most enduring and
controversial themes in western philosophy and is–
with the nature of art–one of the two fundamental
issues in philosophical aesthetics.” 2 Ancient philosophers debated beauty, as evidenced in Plato’s Hippias
Major (What is Beauty?) 3 Plato believed that beauty
was in the forms’ realm, and if an object participated
in those forms, it could be considered beautiful.
In Poetics, Aristotle agrees with Plato’s definition, but
added that “every whole made of parts, must present
itself, in a certain order to be considered beauty.” 4 In
The Enneads, the philosopher Plotinus linked beauty to
the emotional. He stated: “the spirit that beauty must
ever induce, wonderment and a delicious trouble,
longing, and love and a trembling that is all delight.”5
The intent to define beauty and link it to a gift from
the gods, nature, or the universe clearly demonstrates
the human desire to understand beauty’s power and
brings us toward it. During the Middle Ages, St.
Augustine linked beauty to the Divine, evidenced in
his writings and thoughts. In his attempt to define
the phenomenon of beauty, St. Augustine taught that
7

God was beauty, and
beauty on this earth
was his attempt to
bring us closer to
him.6 This correlation makes sense to a
person with a spiritual
foundation because
they are more likely to
recognize the wonder
and awe they are experiencing. However,
this may not resonate
with a person identifying as an atheist. Upon closer
examination of this debate, an atheist may conclude
that the Golden Ratio concept is pure logic when others may see the gift of logic as spiritually based and
the reason behind its beautiful proportion.

In 1509, Leonardo worked with the mathematician
Luca Pacioli to apply the Golden Ratio to the human
proportion naming it Divine Proportion, known today
as Vitruvian Man (Fig. 1). Leonardo took this new
application of proportion and applied it to his work
moving forward, including The Last Supper (1495),
the Mona Lisa (1503), and Profile of An Old Man
(1505).9

The history of the developer of the Golden Ratio is
unknown, but evidence of its first application can
be seen in design of the Great Pyramids. The first
recorded use was by Phidias, a Greek sculptor and
mathematician. Phidias used the ratio to design the
Parthenon in Athens.7 Moreover, others, including
Botticelli, used the Golden Ratio in several renditions
of The Annunciation, while Michelangelo used it in
The Creation of Adam.8 However, the most discussed
use is in the work of Leonardo da Vinci.

8

[Fig.1] Leonardo da Vinci, The Vitruvian Man,
ca. 1490, pen and ink with wash over metalpoint
on paper, 34.6 cm × 25.5 cm., Gallerie dell’Accademia, Venice, Italy
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[Fig. 2] Leonardo da Vinci, The Mona Lisa, ca.
1503 –1509, paint on poplar, 77 cm × 53 cm.,
Musée du Louvre, Paris, France

WHAT CAN A DESIGNER LEARN ABOUT BEAUTY?

On the Mona Lisa, there is a debate about whether
Leonardo applied his Divine Proportion to make a face
more pleasing because
it does appear that
his formula was used
between the eyes, nose
and mouth (Fig. 2).
Leonardo did not use
the formula to make
her appear more beautiful. Artists during the
Renaissance focused
on the ‘pleasing’ qualities of facial features
to draw emotion and
used the surrounding natural elements in the scene
to give portraiture paintings beauty; the virtue of a
person equated to the level of beauty and virtue was
evident the fauna in the paintings. Also, the logic
that Leonardo used the formula to enhance Mona

9
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Lisa’s face does not correlate with his purposeful,
self-reflective nature or ability to transpose the mystical from the rational in his work. In a compiled book
of his writings, Thoughts on Art and Life, Leonardo
wrote about his search for the scientific basis of beauty
in art. He discovered for himself that beauty was in
the imitation of nature, based on rational experience.
In Leonardo’s quest to make art “the handmaiden of
beauty,” he gave it depth and mystery.10 He articulated and rationalized what he believed to be beauty in
his mind, but his work was intuitive and had spiritual
elements.

THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER

[Fig. 3] Ingres, Jean-Auguste-Dominique, La Grande Odalisque,
ca. 1814, oil on canvas, .91m x 1.62 m., Musée du Louvre, Paris

During the Enlightenment period, the debate on
defining beauty was tackled by many. However, it
was widely believed that beauty was an individual
interpretation, experienced by the individual and
thus more subjective. Philosophers such as Immanuel
Kant, David Hume, and Johann Winckelmann took
the ideas offered by the ancient philosophers further.
Kant believed that it is our “faculty of judgment”
that allows us to experience beauty.11 Hume believed
that beauty was not in the things or people themselves,
but up to the interpretation of the viewer.12 Winckelmann believed that beauty was undefinable and
one of the great mysteries of nature.13 An example of
such self-interpretation can be seen in Neoclassical
art of the period, such as in the artwork of Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres and his painting La Grande

[Fig. 4] de Goya y Lucientes, Francico, Nude Maja,, ca. 1800, oil
on canvas, 97.3 cm x 190.6 cm., Museo del Prado, Madrid, Spain
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Odalisque (Fig. 3). The proportions of the woman’s
body are anatomically incorrect. It has been debated whether this was Ingres’ intention, given that
classical Greek style heavily influenced most of the
art produced during this period. Ingres wants the
viewer to interpret whether the woman is beautiful,
but ironically, the woman is surrounded by beautiful
fabric and color.

During the Modernist period, the interpretation of
beauty grew increasingly subjective; images of faces in
art forced the viewer to interpret beauty for themselves. For example, Brazilian artist Anita Malfatti’s
(1889 – 1964) painting, The Silly (Fig. 5), was controversial. Like other art during this period, Malfatti
rejected realism in favor of painting her own interpretation of a woman’s characteristics, however odd
they may appear to the viewer. The image forces the
viewer to see what Malfatti sees: the woman’s silliness,
and the beauty in her interpretation.

After the Enlightenment there was a rejection of
classical aesthetics
because the belief
that beauty can be
anywhere became an
accepted theme. Beauty was untamed and
natural, limited only
by the imagination.
The work of Francisco
Goya reflected this
new way of interpreting beauty; in the
Nude Maja (Fig.4), an
interpretation of Venus, and like classical representations, the woman is naked, in a compromising
position, but it is more realistic and less refined. For
example, the brush strokes are not smooth but soft
and distorted, and there are dark areas for pubic hair,
which was considered scandalous at the time.

12

[Fig. 5] Malfatti, Anita, A Boba, ca. 1915/1916,
oil on panel, 61 cm x 50,6 cm, Sao Paulo. Doação
Museu de Arte Moderna de São Paulo, Brazil

WHAT CAN A DESIGNER LEARN ABOUT BEAUTY?

Reviewing some of the histories of how people have
tried to define beauty is necessary to understand the
complexity in which the word sits. To the reader,
beauty becomes an intimate moment between the
viewer and the subject. Now the viewer is invited
to decide based on objective or subjective elements
before the label of beauty is applied.

13
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THE DOCTORING OF IMAGES
Images of women in paintings and photography have
historically been manipulated based on prevailing
beauty standards and social issues at the time. Changes in skin coloring, facial features, and dress were not
uncommon in documenting women.
During the Renaissance, there was a re-discovery of
“Greco-Roman” culture, and nude images of women
not only became the trend, but they were manipulated
both in positioning and facial features for the male
viewer.14
[Fig. 6] Brown, George E. “Chapter X, Retouching Portrait
Negatives.” Essay. In Finishing the Negative: a Handbook
of All the Processes between Fixing and Printing: with a Special
Chapter on Films, 105–. New York, NY

[Fig. 7] Schriever, J.B., ed. “Complete Self-Instructing
Library of Practical Photography...” Google Books.
Google, October 2008 with a Special Chapter on Films,
105–. New York, NY
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With the invention of photography, the “idealization”
of beauty continued. In the early days of developing
photographs for print, “handwork” was done on glass
negatives to manipulate facial features. Workers used
pencils with light feathering strokes and cross-hatching
techniques to smooth-out skin and manipulate noses,
ears, jaws, and waists (Fig. 6 –7).15 Later, the acceptance of fixing and retouching portraits led artists and
designers to continue manipulating faces in print and
digital advertising.
In America, the aesthetic beauty standard is based
on Caucasian features. Commercial photography is
notorious for beautifying women with darker skin tones
with Photoshop; for example, Kerry Washington on
the cover of InStyle Magazine in 2015 (Fig. 8) and
Gabbby Sidie on the cover of Elle Magazine in 2010
(Fig. 9).
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[Fig. 9]“ELLE’s October 2010 Cover Girls,” ELLE
(ELLE, March 19, 2018)
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Bonenfant, D.A., Iced Colors, July 2020,
Photograph shot in the dark while moving and
immersed in water and oil.

[Fig.8] “InStyle Magazine Covers: 2015,”
InStyle (Meredith, March 2015)

LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF MANIPULATING BEAUTY
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LONG-TERM EFFECTS
OF MANIPULATING BEAUTY

[Fig.10] “Melanin + Stop Whitewashing: K-Pop Amino,” K-Pop
aminoapps.com (AminoApps, August 24, 2016)

[Fig.11] “L’Oreal Accused of ‘Whitening’ Beyoncé Knowles in
Cosmetics Ad,” The Guardian (Guardian News and Media,
August 8, 2008)
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It is impossible to escape the fantasy of the “ideal
beauty look” of models and celebrities’ in the twenty-first century. Images of the ideal beauty are in
publications, on television, the internet, and social
media. In 2020, thanks to the increase in digital
platforms, the average person is now estimated to
encounter 4,000 to 10,000 ads every day, most aimed
at women.16 The airbrushing and manipulating
of models and celebrities’ faces is not a one-time
change; behind the scenes, designers will sometimes
do thirty to forty rounds of edits to create bigger
eyes, fuller lips, perfect bone structure and perfectly
lightened and flawless skin tones. In turn, the viewer
will pause at the image and impulse-buy products,
services, and medical procedures to physically and
mentally try to achieve the fantasy without weighing
the long-term effects. For example, evidence directly
correlates digitally altered images of an ideal beauty
to psychological issues such as distorted body image
complex, depression, low self-esteem, the ingesting
and application of caustic agents, and an unhealthy
focus on self. 17
Lighter skin tones in advertising are a subtle nod to
the “somatic norm-image,” a term coined by Dutch
sociologist Harry Hoetink; it means “the complex of
physical (somatic) characteristics which are accepted
by a group as its ideal.”18 This sociological phenomenon explains why women favor some shades of skin

19
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as ideal over others. In America, we can trace the
emergence of this unspoken sociological belief to the
Breck Shampoo advertising campaigns in the 1930s,
where fair skin and light hair was the “beautiful
ideal.”19 Being part of a different somatic norm than
the group you identify with is why some women use
caustic bleaches and cremes to lighten their skin.
Advertising images like these above (Figs.10 –11)
reinforce the idea of lightened skin tones. In Black
communities, the application of bleaching agents is
called “browning” or “Bleaching Syndrome,” 20 a
term coined by Ronald Hall, Professor of Sociology
at Michigan State University. It is an unspoken problem. According to Hall, there are three components
to the “bleaching syndrome”: first, the psychological
issue of rejecting identity; second, the sociological
issue of belonging to a group; and third, the physiological component that includes the rejection of
aesthetic features of the dominant group.21

firmer, smoother and younger you will be rewarded.
The notion that the beauty ideal will deliver the goods
of the good life is ubiquitous and ingrained.” 23 Without the right beauty attributes, you will not attract
and marry the right partner, be in the right social
circles, and will therefore lack economic status. This
places many women at a disadvantage. How can
they achieve the beauty ideal if they do not have the
economic resources to buy the products and procedures needed to achieve it? Obtaining ideal beauty is
nothing more than a “self-will run riot” mentality:
a self-centered life, caring less about others, and having no belief in something greater than ourselves.

The abandonment of who we are to achieve the ideal
leads to the adoption of a new ethic in our society.
In Perfect Me: Beauty as an Ethical Ideal, Heather
Widdows makes the case that the “beauty ideal” is on
the path to becoming the “ethical ideal.” 22 In other
words the goal of being perfect has become the ethical code that drives us and how we judge ourselves
in success or failure. Widdows states that: “...if you
conform to the beauty ideal, become better; thinner,

When women have preexisting psychiatric disorders such as mild depression, obsessive-compulsive
disorders, or social phobias, they are more likely than
other women in the population to develop “Body
Dysmorphic Disorder (BDD)” when they become
fixated on beauty.24 BDD can also lead to hospitalizations for physical and mental illnesses, abuse of
medications, and dependency on drugs and alcohol.
Obsession with beauty can also cause neglect and
self-centered behaviors. In Beauty Sick: How the Cultural Obsession With Appearance Hurts Girls and Women,
Renee Engeln calls this appearance-obsessed culture “Beauty sick” referring to “what happens when
women’s emotional energy gets so bound up with
what they see in the mirror that it becomes harder for

20
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them to see other aspects of their lives…” 25 Women
spend so much time worrying about their appearance
that it takes away from self-fulfillment and giving
to others. Consider the
images (Figs.12 –14) of
women in our society
who have gone overboard in their achievement of beauty. In trying
to achieve perfection in
their minds, they fail and
instead look disproportionate, unrecognizable
images of their former
selves. When they look in
the mirror, they see perfection, but we recognize
the distortion and turn
away. Fighting BDD can
become a lifelong battle,
and a woman may never
fully recover and may
lose or take her life as a result.

Real Beauty for
Dove soap,
launched in
2004 by Unilever. Components included
advertising,
events, and
publications to build self-confidence and self-esteem
in women of all ages. The models used in the campaign were mostly white women, a little heavier than
the average model, but all had beautiful faces. At first,
the campaign was widely applauded, but as the campaign aged, it became clear that it lacked a range of
real women of all ages, shapes, sizes, and ethnicities.
Dove has attempted to incorporate more diversity,
but it backfired in 2017 when a new component of
The Campaign for Real Beauty for Dove soap (a video)
launched on social media (Fig. 15). The video shows
a Black woman removing her dark shirt to reveal
a white shirt, worn by a white woman underneath,
and people everywhere pointed out the racial
undertones.26 Dove retracted the video, but a closer
examination of this ten plus years’ campaign does
reveal inconsistencies with the marketed inclusivity
push. As citizens, we need to recognize that this type
of systematic racism is an issue, and it needs to be
addressed in all aspects of our lives, including design.

It is encouraging that brands are starting to take
more responsibility in positioning themselves with
real beauty images, but it has not been a smooth
path. One of the most infamous marketing campaigns that took this approach was The Campaign for

22

[Fig. 12 –14] “Celebrity Plastic Surgery Disasters?” CBS News.
CBS Interactive, September 17, 2012
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[Fig.15] Lola Ogunyemi, “I Am the Woman in the ‘Racist
Dove Ad’. I Am Not a Victim | Lola Ogunyemi,”
The Guardian (Guardian News and Media, October 10, 2017)

LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF MANIPULATING BEAUTY
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EMBRACING OUR IMPERFECTION

MICHAEL BIERUT

The Starbucks logo is not perfect; the mythical woman’s image has a slight intentional imperfection on
one side of her face (Fig. 16).27 Details like these are
added by designers to make images more relatable
to the consumer. As designers, we can learn from the
imperfect when considering beauty in our practice.
[Fig. 16] Mark Wilson, “The Starbucks
Logo Has A Secret You’ve Never
Noticed,” Fast Company (Fast Company,
July 9, 2018

Designers actually
can change the
world for the better
by making the
complicated simple
and finding beauty
in truth. 

Looking behind
the imperfect
meaning as designers, we can learn
from the Buddhist
belief in the WabiSabi, the Japanese
view on aesthetics.However, unlike the Greeks, the
philosophy Wabi-Sabi believes that beauty is imperfect, temporary, and unfinished. They practice the
Wabi-Sabi in drawing the Enso and the repair of
pottery, also known as Kintsugi. The Enso is a painted ink circle that is not perfect, with a beginning and
an end. There is also wobbliness and a gap acknowledging that nothing lasts forever. 28 The Kintsugi is
the practice of repairing broken pottery with special
lacquers of gold, silver, and platinum in the crack’s
seam. The symbolism of the repair is that now it is
more beautiful with the flaw. 29
In the article The Beauty in Perfect Imperfection, authors
Buetow and Wallis introduce the idea of applying

25
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Bonenant, D.A., Blueberry Splash, July 2020,
Photograph immersed in water and oil, food coloring,
double exposure in Photoshop.

Eastern principles such as Wabi-Sabi and Kintsugi
to “renegotiate [our] western concepts of physical
beauty in a balanced manner.” 30 By applying these
types of principles, a person’s psyche becomes more
confident and can disregard judgment. When the
viewer sees anything outside of the perfect, it creates
tension and uneasiness. Allowing the imperfect into
the viewer’s field of vision without judgment brings
ease and acceptance. Imperfection, in a work of art
or on a face, gives beauty to the perfect. Perfect does
not equal beauty; no one is perfect.

26
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Bonenfant, D.A., Sarah at home, July 2020,
Photograph immersed in water and oil, food
coloring, double exposure in Photoshop.

LABELING OF UGLY
If we consider beauty on a spectrum, ugly would be at
the opposite end. Beauty represents not only perfect
symmetry and balance but also virtuousness and integrity. Ugly is off-centered and imbued with negative
connotations such as evil. However, it is essential to
keep the opposite of beauty in perspective, and consider ugly as different, or a change from the beautiful.
Charles Darwin understood this concept as shown by
paraphrasing Francois Xavier Bichat (1771–1802),
a French anatomist and pathologist, “if everyone
were cast in the same mold, there would be no such
thing as beauty.” 31 Darwin also believes that through
variety we wish for exaggeration from the common.32
Part of the appeal of beauty is because it’s not ordinary. If all we see is the ugly, then beauty would be
more attractive. Umberto Eco, author of The History
of Beauty, says about ugly: “Beauty is, in some ways,
boring. Even if its concept changes through the ages,
nevertheless a beautiful object must always follow
certain rules... Ugliness is unpredictable and offers an
infinite range of possibilities. Beauty is finite. Ugliness
is infinite, like God.” 33 There is depth and mystery
in the ugly, always sparking curiosity and wonder
with an intellectual flair. Beauty is just beauty, and any
further curiosity about beauty is not led by the brain
but by emotion.
In his writings about ugliness, Immanuel Kant calls
the viewing of the ugly as “free play of the imagina-
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tion,” meaning the beauty is not in the obvious, but
how it affects us.34 This is important to consider when
the viewer sees a flaw on the face, does the flaw draw
your curiosity and combined with the balance of
the face, make the face more beautiful? Considering
one of the most
famous ugly
paintings, is
Quentin Matsys’s The Ugly
Duchess, 1513
(Fig. 17). Is the
woman a victim
of a definition that ugly is repulsive? Or because she’s
been labeled as such? Is “repulsive” a measurement
against the aesthetic idea of the word beauty? If so,
then every person who does not measure up to the
idea of the aesthetic beauty is ugly.

and wrote that the Duchess suffered from Paget’s
Disease, which is a disfiguration of the bones, and the
image was not meant to be satirical.35

[Fig. 17] Quiten Massys, An Old Woman
(‘The Ugly Duchess’), ca. 1513, oil on oak,
62.4 x 45.5 cm, The National Gallery of Art,
London, England

LABELING OF UGLY

Exaggerated images of features have been used in
editorial design for centuries to mock, belittle, and
horrify the viewer in order to persuade or negatively manipulate the reader or viewer into making
decisions that they may or may not typically make. In
design, I believe that it is essential to ask: if an image
is labeled ugly, then how can we draw out the beautiful qualities for the viewer to see?

This painting’s popularity is also an example of a
widespread propaganda technique; by labeling the
image as “ugly” others will label it as “ugly” to be
part of the crowd and it will draw visitors to view it.
Now the painting has an “aura” and a mystery that
increases its popularity. It also makes it an anomaly
among other paintings during this period that were
created for a viewers pleasure; no matter the flaws on
a woman face, they were fixed to be more pleasing.
In 2008, a researcher poked a hole in the ugly label

30
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Bonenfant, D.A., Natalie in a Pond, August 2020,
Photograph immersed in water and oil, food coloring,
double exposure in Photoshop.

BEAUTY
IS
PERSONAL
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LEARNING BEAUTY

Good design’s not
about what medium
you’re working in.
It’s about thinking
hard about what you
want to do and what
you have to work
with before you start.
SUSAN KARE

American beauty standards change depending on
what is going on in society at the time. For example,
during the sixties and seventies, when I was growing
up, women worked in more significant numbers,
divorce rates and single-household incomes rose.
Women identified with other women with less
adornment and less focus on physical features. In
my middle, high school, and college years, beauty
became big hair, I learned that beauty meant popularity; others would follow you, and emulate you. Beauty
and popularity meant the avoidance of anyone that
was not part of the pretty crowd. Pretty girls were
the prom queens, student council presidents had
better grades and were first in line for everything.
They were noticed more. As an adult, I saw this
perfect beauty culture continued into my corporate
workplace, in my suburban neighborhood, and at my
children’s school. I was focused on what I saw, rather
than what I failed to see.
The following pages are a sampling of images of
books, magazines, advertising, and popular culture
that formed my opinion of beauty growing up. It is
interesting to note not only the lack of diversity, but
also how brainwashed I was. This self-revelation triggered my interest in researching how other women
thought of beauty, do images in the media, influence
our opinions?
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Media, toys, and books that influenced me when
I was a child in the 1960s and 1970s.

[Fig. 18] Dick and Jane
1930 – 1965

[Fig. 19] Barbie 1959 –

[Fig. 24] The Brady Bunch
1969 – 1974

[Fig. 27] I Dream of Jeannie
1965 – 1970

[Fig. 21] Family Affair
1966- 1971

[Fig. 26] That Girl 1966 – 1971

[Fig. 22] Disney’s Cinderella
1950 –

[Fig. 23] Bewitched 1964 – 1972

[Fig. 20] Charlies Angels
1976 – 1981

36
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[Fig. 25] Grease, 1978

[Fig. 28] Seventeen Magazine,
March 1981

RESEARCH
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SURVEY NO. 1
Looking through women’s magazines in the summer
of 2020, I was curious to know what women
considered beautiful in a magazine. Have we all
been conditioned to identify Photoshopped women
as beautiful? I did a survey, taking thirty-two images
from the advertisements from The Oprah Magazine,
May 2020, Vol 332, and asked the question;
“Do you think this woman is beautiful?” Fifty-five
women between the ages of eighteen and eighty-six
responded.

Bonenfant, D.A., Cotton Water, August 2020,
Cotton Paper immersed in water and oil, food
coloring, double exposure in Photoshop.

Survey and results are on the following pages.
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Is this Woman Beautiful to You?
01. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


08. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


02. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


09. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


03. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


10. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


04. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


11. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


05. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


12. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


06. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


13. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


07. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


14. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe
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15. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


22. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


16. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


23. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


17. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


24. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


18. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


25. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


19. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


26. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


20. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


27. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


21. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe


28. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe
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RESULTS OF SURVEY NO. 1
29. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe

30. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe

31. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe

32. Is this woman beautiful to you?
Yes

No

Maybe
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IMAGE

YES

NO

MAYBE

NO. 01

37%

16%

01%

NO. 02

76%

02%

12%

NO. 03

64%

18%

18%

NO. 04

58%

24%

18%

NO. 05

76%

12%

12%

NO. 06

72%

08%

20%

NO. 07

80%

04%

16%

NO. 08

76%

02%

12%

NO. 09

64%

18%

18%

NO. 10

64%

18%

18%

NO. 11

37%

16%

01%

NO. 12

76%

02%

12%

NO. 13

64%

18%

18%

NO. 14

37%

16%

01%

NO. 15

58%

28%

14%

NO. 16

72%

16%

01%
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IMAGE

YES

NO

MAYBE

NO. 17

68%

14%

18%

NO. 18

48%

42%

10%

NO. 19

68%

06%

26%

NO. 20

62%

22%

16%

NO. 21

48%

36%

16%

NO. 22

64%

14%

22%

NO. 23

56%

26%

18%

NO. 24

54%

24%

22%

NO. 25

78%

04%

16%

NO. 26

80%

06%

14%

NO. 27

60%

24%

16%

NO. 28

54%

34%

12%

NO. 29

66%

12%

22%

NO. 30

58%

20%

22%

NO. 31

64%

16%

02%

NO. 32

82%

08%

08%
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Of those surveyed, fifty percent consider all the
images beautiful. Image No. 11, and Image No. 13
are below fifty percent but above forty percent, but I
did not feel that it was significant enough to point out
those findings. However, it is interesting to note that
these women look the most normal, and the images
appear to be less or not manipulated. In contrast, the
highest-rated images are younger women wearing
the most makeup in a more stylized setting, with
the most editing. These findings correlate with the
information that I presented at the beginning of
the thesis that our standards for measuring beauty
come from the Greek standards. We are also adept
with “fixing” images of beauty to meet predifined
standards. It is also essential to consider that our
acceptance of classical beauty standards is because we
have been conditioned to believing that it is true.
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ANALYSIS OF MODELS IN
OPRAH MAGAZINE

Bonenfant, D.A., Groovy Swirl, August 2020,
Photograph immersed in water and oil,
food coloring, double exposure in Photoshop.

In the summer of 2020, I bought The Oprah
Magazine. There are twenty-one advertisements
in the sixty-six-page magazine; twenty are women.
Of the twenty women, two are Black, three appear
to be hispanic, one has gray hair, and one model
(a perfect thirty-something aged blond) is in three
advertisements. All of the models have flawless skin,
bright eyes, and bright white teeth. All images are
Photoshopped. (Fig. 18- 33)

In contrast, the magazine’s models that represent
articles on fashion, beauty, and household tips show
diversity. There are five models; three are Black, one
is Latino, and one is White. Three of the models are
overweight, and not all models have perfect teeth.
Three of the models have uneven skin tone, freckling,
and bumps.

53

There is a clear difference between the magazine’s
art direction versus the art direction for the
advertisers. They both have different objectives.
Corporations (advertisers) are very aware of the
psychological reasons a consumer will purchase.
It is all about creating desire, which is why the
images are surreal and unattainable; they are a
fantasy. Consumers see themselves as living in the
fantasy (they will be more beautiful if they wear this
fragrance). On the other hand, the magazine wants
to connect with the reader and build trust on a
friendlier level. Both the advertiser and the publisher
have the same goal, to get the reader to buy the
product or the publication subscription.
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Bonenfant, D.A., Ripped Magazine Layers, August 2020,
Water Immersion with Oil.

ANALYSIS OF MODELS IN OPRAH MAGAZINE
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SURVEY NO. 2
Does a person identify someone as possessing beauty
right away (objective beauty traits), or after they know
more about the person (subjective), and if so, does
religion play a part? With thirty-three participants, I
found the following:
Fifty-two percent of women identify the face of another woman as beautiful upon first meeting (objective). Twenty-eight percent of women surveyed would
not identify the face of a woman as beautiful right
away (subjective) and twenty percent were undecided.
Ninety-six percent of the participants have either a
religion or spiritual beliefs. When looking at race,
everyone identified someone as beautiful that they
identified with; whites named other whites, Hispanic participants named other Hispanic women, and
Black women named other Black women. It is interesting that of the white women that were identified as
beautiful, twenty-eight of those identified have blond
hair and white skin, while less than one percent identified women with dark hair as beautiful.

woman as ugly,” forty-six percent of the respondents
put down a name, and the answers were neighbors,
coworkers, political leaders, and celebrities.
These responses tell us two things; first, we worship
celebrities across the board, and religious beliefs are
not a factor in whether we determine a woman as
beautiful or not. Second, we do identify other women as ugly, either by aesthetics or personality. Our
identification of celebrities as the beautiful is based
on fantasy; their lifestyles, and images are created for
our viewing pleasure. Without the glamour of the
camera, celebrities are just people like you and me.
Perhaps we should think more carefully before we
label a face as beautiful or not.
Images and stats on the following pages.

It was also interesting to read the answers to the identification of a person as beautiful. For the question,
“Name one person as beautiful,” only twenty-seven
percent of the respondents identified a family member, sixty-four percent named a celebrity and less
than one percent named a religious icon and former
first lady as beautiful. To the question, “Name one
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52%
Does a person identify someone
as possessing beauty right away
(objective beauty traits), or after
they know more about the person
(subjective)?

28%

10% 96%

.01%
64%

27%

46%

Fifty-two percent of women identify the face
of another woman as beautiful upon first
meeting (objective)
Twenty-eight percent of women surveyed would
not identify the face of a woman as beautiful
right away (subjective)
Twenty percent are undecided
Ninety-six percent of the participants have
either a religion or spiritual beliefs
Name one person as beautiful, only
twenty-seven percent of the respondents
identified a family member, sixty-four percent
named a celebrity and less than one percent
named a religious icon and former first lady as
beautiful.
Name one woman as ugly, forty-six percent of
the respondents put down a name, and the
answers were neighbors, coworkers, political
leaders, and celebrities
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GOOGLE IMAGE SEARCH
In 2016, two researchers from Brazil conducted a
study of Google images using the words “beautiful
woman” and “ugly woman” in searches.36 Compiling over 2000 different images, they ran the results
through a FACE++ program that identifies age, skin
color and gender with ninety-percent accuracy.
Searching the words “beautiful woman” resulted in
eighty-percent of images of white women, between
the ages of eighteen and twenty-nine, across all countries. When they searched for “ugly woman” across
all countries, the results were sixty-percent white
women and thirty-percent black women between the
ages of thirty and fifty.
In August of 2020, I did a Google image search using
the same search terms to see how we label “beautiful
woman” and “ugly woman” in the United States. In
determining how Google ranks images, I found the
following definition; “Google’s algorithm does the
work for you by searching out web pages that contain
the keywords you used to search, then assigning a
rank to each page based several factors, including
how many times the keywords appear on the page...
Google’s keyword search function is like other search
engines.” 37

types of results as “Ugly, Woman” and “Beautiful,
Woman.” The results showed similar findings under
“Beautiful Woman United States” where most of the
images that populated the “beautiful” search were of
young, white, blond, and flawless women between
the ages of eighteen and thirty. Under the results for
“Ugly Woman United States,” the results showed
female politicians and black, older, and over-weight
women.
Taking this research, I wondered if the same results
would show up in stock photography that designers
use. I looked at Adobe Stock, Shutterstock, Unsplash,
FreeStocks, MegaPixl, and Burst, all with similar
results. In an analysis of the results, most of the websites in stock photography label “beautiful woman” as
a young white woman with light hair and there was
not much diversity shown in the search results. The
results show not only the lack of diversity but the
undercurrent of racism that exists in our country. In
design it is vital to be mindful of racism when making
design choices, thinking more of the audience and
allow the viewer to interpret the beautiful.
Research images are on the following pages.

I tried different key words to see if they made a difference in my search results. “Ugly, Woman, <State>”
or “Beautiful, Woman <State>” produced the same
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BEAUTIFUL WOMAN

UGLY WOMAN
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CONCLUSION

Bonenfant, D.A., Mermaid, August 2020,
Ripped Magazine Pages, Photography and Water
Immersion with Ink

One of my favorite essays during my time at VCFA
is by Beatrice Warde, a typographer known for The
Crystal Goblet. In her writing, she analogizes crystal
as the typeface that holds the intent within (in this
case the ease of reading): “...you will choose the
crystal because everything about it is calculated to
reveal rather than hide the beautiful thing which it
was meant to contain.” 38 My focus on the beauty of
a woman’s face parallels this analogy; the face is the
fine crystal that holds the beautiful, the real beauty is
within. As designers, I suggest that we reflect on this
analogy more when faced with choosing images that
represent women.
Taking classes to learn more about graphic design
to refine my faux design skills went beyond training.
I wanted to not just understand the rules, but rather
who made the rules, and are they the only rules we
must follow? If I only understood the history behind
the design framework, my ability to interpret good
versus bad design would be more intuitive. However,
I found that this only brought up more questions. I
have witnessed graphic design in the last four years
that I would not classify as good. The determinant
is that if it hurts my brain when I try to interpret
the message, then it’s not good design. Perhaps the
message within the work is clear to someone more
seasoned, but to an outsider, the message isn’t so
clear, and maybe all they see is ugly. For example, if
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the leading between lines of type is too tight, then it
goes against what I was taught as good practice; so is
tight leading okay? Is it the rule-breaking that makes
it useful or interesting? Or is it an individual interpretation? If so, then I’ll take the latter.

woman’s skin color to make her appear more white
tells our youth that they are imperfect in their own
skin. Hiding imperfections such as scars tells the
model and the viewer that we are no longer desirable
because the scars need to be removed. Slimming the
contours of woman’s face subtly suggests that weight
does not equate beauty. To retrain our society into
seeing the beauty within, design can do it’s part by
using realistic images of how women look. By using
real faces in our design work, we can push out false
impressions, which will lead to more relatability and
self-acceptance. Ironically, incorporating realism in
design will equate to trust and brand loyalty, which is
all that is needed in defending our work.

My thesis’s title, The Eye of the Beholder, parallels
the questions I ask about design. The framework
in which we judge a beautiful woman’s face is like
the framework defined by the modernists and the
rules we follow for concrete design. But I have found
that manipulating images and our faces to fit inside
the framework, causes a fallout from trying to force
us into something we are not. As a late-blooming
designer, I relate to the analogy of “fitting into” what
my work is supposed to be. I have found myself at a
crossroads many times, hesitant to incorporate the
ideas that I want to use, for fear of being ostracized
by my boss, coworkers, and professors. My uneasiness
causes me to take the “safe” path and emulate design
that sits within the “good” framework, which sometimes causes me to feel like a fraud.
In her book, Chasing the Perfect, Natalia Ilyin writes
that she was “…no longer interested in spending the
rest of my life in the dogged pursuit of someone else’s
definition of perfection anymore.” 39 I relate to this
as a designer and as a woman. Falsely representing
the face in our design work ripples into women’s lives
and causes harsh self-judgments. The lightening of a
68
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Bonenfant, Anne, Enso with Mantra, July 2019,
Sumi Ink and Adobe Illustrator
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Mrs M, June 2020, Ripped Photo,
immersed under water and oil and ink,
Photographed under glass.

Blue Bubbles, June 2020, Oil in water,
photographed under glass.
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Blue Quad, June 2020, Ripped Photo,
layer with Alcohol Ink, Illustrated in Procreate.

Quad, June 2020, Ripped Photo,
layer with Alcohol Ink, layed with Procreate.
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